
4.6[s there a suitable style?
Now we must tackle the most vexing question of all. We have

argued the importance of 'style'in architectural en-vironments. Is

there, over a cenfury into the modern era, a suitable style we can

use? It should be obvious that anything even remotely smacking of
'hi-tech' design is emphatically out, no matter its intrinsic quality.

But what then should be recommended instead? Because if there is

anything as harmful as hi-tech, it is the endless array of styles that
has been in use in our towns over recent decades - a Tuscan house

next to a mock-Cape house next to an adobe-looking hacienda next

to late-modem-movement, each of these perhaps perfectly attractive

but in their arbitrary juxtaposition utterly confusing.

Up to the early years of last century prospective builders had

little choice - and little desire - but to build in the style of the day.

Apart from minor variations of size or decoratiory all houses in an

arca around the same time would be ztery similar.
Soon all that was to change. In a climate of uitspattigheid made

possible by the ostrich and merino booms and the prosperity
brought to the Cape by the Anglo-Boer War, a wave of architects

went into practice round the 1900's. They designed fascinating

Victorian and Edwardian buildings that are now themselves Part
of our architectural heritage. They were followed by a generation

of 'modern'architects, familiar with an ever-growing variety

of building modes in new materials, producing some excellent

buildings side by side with some featureless or downright ugly
work. More conservative builders and owners, put off by this,

preferred more'traditional' modes: badly proportioned'Georgian',
half-timbered'Tudor', inappropriate Cape Dutch gables on

double-storey houses, more recently'Tuscan', Mykonos, and other

outlandish modes.
As a result, if we look past the quality of individuai buildings,

which may be considerable, today's built environment is one of

bewildering confusion. Our architects, for all their skill and often

good taste, seem unable to reach - or even work towards - a

consensus of how to achieve the urban harmony that is surely as

important as individual brilliance of design.

This author does not pretend he can heip architects to achieve

this if they cannot or do not want to manage this themselves. His

main concem here is to suggest ways to achieve greater harmony

at least where new buildings are erected in the vicinity of the (very

few) historical environments that are still left to us. Also because

this built heritage itself consists of various sub-styles, no single,

easily applicable guideline can be givery and here, too, architects

have reached no agreement among themselves. It should also

be realiseil that what seems acceptable today may stike a next

gener atio n as depl o r ab I e.

'Guidelines'for conservation have been compiled for several

historical areas: old Wynberg village, Montagu, Graaff-Reinet,

Franschhoek - and, indeed, for Oudtshoom. They contain excellent

(top) \nlhatever we may want to call this house, perhaps Tuscan, it is probably a

comfortable dwelling. In its own way, it is not even unattractive. But it is inap-
propriate in a street in an old Cape Town suburb. And the monopitch next door?

(bottom) Most of the houses in this old Claremont lane are Victorian and older.

But all we see of them are two-metres-high vibracrete walls and garage doors.

(bottom) In Herbert Baker's ground-breaking workers'village of Languedoc, no

better place for an amorphous complex of 'HOP'houses could be found than
right on the doorstep of the old stone church that forms its cenire.
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suggestions for renovation and restoration, but preciously little
advice on 'infill' architecture - nor were such publications ever

widely enough distributed.
In the review of the guidelines bookiet for Wynberg which

appeared in the excellent periodical Architecture SA a full fifteen

years ago, the remarks were made that "its main defect [was] its

failure to address the problem of infill" and that the "establishment
of a philosophy for such detselopment" zoas long ooerdue. Yet we
have not progressed much further since then.

Is there then no 'national'or even regional style that could do

the trick? A Cape Dutch reoiztal style was long thought to be the

answer - ornate gables and small-pane windows in varnished teakl

- from Sir Herbert Baker, a hundred years ago, onwards. Apart from

some fine grand mansions, it never provided a satisfactory solution,
perhaps because it tended to out-design its prototype while lacking
precisely its one outstanding quality: its harmony of scale. The

Cape Dutch'vernacular'revival has, rightly, been dubbed die Kaapse

Verneukulanr

It has been said that f such old styles are to be re-employed, they

should at least be appropriate to the area. Of all the towns in our
area, only Prince Albert had any gabled and thatched houses; the

others were never Cape Dutch towns.

Several brave attempts have since been made to devise an idiom
that could be used for entire enztironments. In the'twenties the

romantic Pinelands'garden-ztillage' Cape-Dutch-English blend with
thatch and dormers and bay windows and leaded glass worked well
there - where it was prescribed, though with individual variations

- but never spread much further. The picturesque Pinelands style

may well still find its adherents today, and we have no problem
with that, in a quiet residential suburb, but in a historical setting it
might be deemed too eclectic

As we saw above, the Modern Moztement of the middle of the

20'r'cenfury, significantly also known as the International Style, was

the work of visionaries like Le Corbusier who were trying to create

an architecture expressive of the modern age capable of forming

a coherent environment. It resulted in some truly wonderful
buildings, but its cold logic alienated the public at large.

Architectural philosopher Lewis Mumford years ago complained
that "modern architecture has produced some flagrantly
uneconomical and uncomfortable buildings". Our own guru, Prof.

Barrie Biermanry said twenty years ago: "The International Style is

past. National styles will come into their own again." The first half
of his prophesy has proved correct, but the second seems unlikely to

happen any time soon. So architecture appears to find itself between

a rock and a hard place, which is hardly helpful for our particular
purpose.

Several architects and groups of architects have tried to develop

a'green' architecture. The great Norman Eaton had already built
clustered rondavel-style houses in Sotho style. More recently,

(top) This old-age home stands in De Beer Street, Prince Albert, doing little iustice
to its row of gabled homesteads.

(middle) The mud-coloured walls of Oudtshoornt old D.R. church are actually of
exquisite sandstone masonry that was, for some unknown reason, painted over.

(bottom) Two sandstone buildings in Oudtshoorn, the villa unchanged (except
for the unfortunate notice) the Georgian business block left with its stone painted

in a pastel colour. Why?
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others have produced most interesting experiments with traditional
materials: clay, timber, thatch, even corrugated iron, integrating the

building with its setting, borrowing from traditional African modes.

But none of these hazte yielded more than one-off odditles, either.

A more contemporary attempt at creating a coherent

environment is that of Marina da Gama, an idiom in zuhite-painted

brickpunctuatedby straight gable ends, that has rightly found
several followers and, for complexes, might just be acceptable in a

historical environment.
For individual buildings right in the middle of oider ones,

for 'fill-in architecture' , rve may have to search a little further. It
may seem to be a contradiction in terms: to design buildings that
are recognisably contemporary and original, yet harmonise with
their traditional counterparts. The'modern movement'of the mid-
century held that only the best design of today is good enough for
the best of the past. But that, of course, does not necessarily mean

Modernism as a style which, as we saw above, never gained wide
acceptance.

4.7 P o st-M o dern' Vict ori an' ?
What about the succession of 'post-modern'styles that have

emerged over the last three decades or so? Post-Modernism was

never a style so much as an attitude: as its name suggests, it was

a reaction to Modernism in its most austere form. In the hands of
architects like Graves or Venturi in the 1980's it produced some

interesting reinterpretations of elements from older styles - though
out of context - that contributed even less to a generally accepted

architecture-for-our-age than the modernism against which it
rebelled (but on whose technology it unashamedly drew!). Some

of the bewildering array of post-modern styles of the last quarter
cenfury are so magnificently outrageous that no-one would dream

of using them in historical Calitzdorp or Oudtshoorn.
But among the plethora of styles that Post-Modernism produced,

it also opened the door to modes more expressioe and more altuned
to a oariety of ezteryday contexts. Among these, what we might call

simplified neo-Victorian is quite popular today and has produced
pleasing results in historically sensitive environments.

This might require some elaboration. We have stated above,

and will do so again, that we think our architectural heritage is rof
well sensed zoith mock-historical'pseudo' styles, particularly not
with copies of Cape Dutch work. Then why'neo-Victorian'? Indeed

we do not advocate copies of Victorian work, with furrets and

fibreglass casts from old cast-iron broekie lace patterns. But Victorian

architecture, as we knou, it, has an'eclectic'quality, a small-scale

picturesque surface texture that can be replicated if not duplicated'
In our picfure columns lve illustrate and discuss a number of

examples, not all of them equa111'successful.

A number of common element-s include roof-lines gizten interest

by small barge-boarded gable ends, roof hips and dormers; by ripple

(top) 'securit.v complexes' are here to star'. Unlike individual properties, u'here
each designer may have his on'n idea of rrhat is aPpropriate in the setting, their
planning and design prolide an opportunitv to design intimate and coherent
architecture. These units in Tokai, Cape Ton.n are in a geometrical, late-modern
stvle in ivhite-painted brick that is rvell proportioned and coherent and accept-
able also in a historical setting.

(middle) The pleasing Georgian proportions and deiailing of this complex are

spoiled bv the double garage at its entrance, proudly announcing that we are

dealing u ith a trto-car ldmil\.

(bottom) Another nerv phenomenon is the 'office park'. It, too, can be given
unified design but because oi their by necessity larger scale, and also their often
dry,, corporate character, the)' are not to be recommended for historical settings.
Nevertheless ofice parks, too, can be given intimacy and character. This one in
Claremont is one of the better ones. Though unashamedly contemporary, its bulk
is broken up and olters ever-changing views, with minimal historical references:
the little pavilion roofs, the rol's of r.ertical windows, the gate piers.

lttll
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effects along the plastered facade;by balconies, simple fretzoork and

balustrades, plaster bands along roof eilges and around'windozus,

louztred shutters.
With alI these features on offer, we should guard against'otter-

designing'new work in historical settings; simplicity does not mean

inferior design. The more subdued the design, with the occasional

cross-reference to the past and with an emphasis on pleasing

proportions, the more it will fit in.
One of the largest concentrations of 'Victorian post-modernism'

is that found at the Victoria and Alfred Waterfront in Cape Town.

It is indeed a spectacular and in places picturesque creation

meant to augment the existing dock-side architecture there. But
knowledgeable critics feel that it tends to out-design the originals,

that there is too little local content, and that is has become inter-
changeable with similar waterfront'packages'such as those in
Sydney or Baitimore.

It might be unfair to compare the Waterfront style with'theme
park'or Disney World lantasy styles. There, to offer escapist

pleasure to the bored city dwel1er, environments are conjured up
where he can chose between Mykonos, Costa Brava, Taj Mahal or
High Victorian settings. But there are certainly similar risks in
deoising a style matching the historical enztironment too closely.

At this stage, one personal thought that might seem to militate
against the general trend of our suggestions. Most of these are

about architecture that inflicts 'minimal damage' to its historical
environment. This is, of course, a highly important consideration.

But such neutrality is not a recipe for good architecture. The latter
is not our brief. But it should perhaps also be stated that no really
good architecture can eoer do damage to its enztironment.Evenin
a historical environment, a quality landmark building - a school, a

civic centre - in a truly contemporary idiom can be aalue-adding.

The Baxter Theatre ir-r old Rondebosch, a soaring, coarse-red-brick

colossus, is quite simply the finest building in that suburb yet

hardly'iinks'with its (admittedly richly treed) setting, which nould
be the poorer without it.

4.8 Woodwork
Wooden doors and windows form an essential part of our Western

Cape and Klein Karoo heritage, and are therefore desirable (though
certainly not essential) in historically sensitive settings. A diversity
of suitable woodwork is available. For reasons already given, they
do not have to be faithful copies of historical woodwork. Small-

paned, heavy-framed, flush'Dutch'woodwork is rare in the Klein
Karoo. Btrt'Georgian'woodwork is plentiful, and there should be

no harm in emulating the pleasing proportions and elegance of mid-
century sash-zoindows and multi-panelled doors - though without
copying. Similarly, the careful facade rhythm formed by rows of
doors and windows (alzoays aertical!) is a feature that a good

designer can attempt to achieve in new work, too - also in metal-

(top) The Victoria and Albert Waterfront in Cape Town is one vast complex of
'Post-Modern'architecture in many different versions. Much of it is rather more

spectacular in character than the Victorian dock-side architecture that suppos-
edly inspired it, giving it a 'theme-park'flavour that differs essentially from true

conservation architecture.

(middle) Is 'green' architecture the answer in Cape vilLages? In Barrydale, these

structures with their irregular thatch roof and the packed stone walls (much
in evidence in this village) do not seem entirely out of place (much helped, of

course, by the luxuriant vineyard!). But it is a one-off in the town.

(bottom) The 'neo-Victorian'idiom. Typical of much architecture erected in the
last decade or so, plastered and meant to break up bulk and provide some links

rvith older architecture (projecting sections under bargeboard gables, arched up-
per doors, little balconies so shallolv they are really just decorative, lvhite plaster

surrounds in a cream wall). Claremont.
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framed windows.
Note that our doors and windows were without exception

painted, at least in pre-Victorian work. The notion of the beauty

of 'natural wood' is a romantic, 2|tt'-century one. Ottr forefathers

would have said that "natural wood can be found in the forest"

and that, to do its duty as an excellent building material, it should

receive a generous coat of paint - at least on the outside. It might

go against the grain to paint lveIl-made and expensive hardwood

doors and windows. But they will last longer and, especially

in a well-treed setting, dark-green window frames, with the

moving parts and glazing-bars in rvhite, looks better. ln Victorian

architecture, being in essence a romantic style, exquisitely crafied

anil caroed teak zooodzoork - ofren sheltered by oerandas - cafi be

left unpainted.
A security feahrre nowadays regarded as desirable are burglar

bars in windows. They should preferably be placed inside the

windows (instead of forming a sort of cage outside as is sometimes

seen) and their unfortunate aesthetic effect can be further lessened

by aligning the bars with the glazingbars. They can also be made

less conspicuous by painting them in a dark colour.

4.9 Boundory walls, fences, garages
Traditionally, dweliings were alternated by building elements

that almost unfailingly harmonised in material and scale. Plots

were bounded and buildings visually linked by garden walls with
stout, sloping copings, rough-plastered and whitewashed like the

buildings themselves. Such boundary walls have always performed

a vital space-creating function in our cultural landscape, in towns

as much as in the countryside. Their judicious use in new work can

therefore contribute to the compatibility of old and new. Entrances

were subtly emphasised by piers holding slatted or wrought-iron

gates. These could be set a metre or so back, wiih the wa11s working

their way up io the taller gate piers. This can be quite impressive in

itself and does not need complex mouldings and finials. As in most

other detailin g, anything that aims at out-designing featutes of the

historical setting does the latter a disserttice. (It was a mistake often

made by the Herbert Baker generation, adding over-decorative

gables even over their side entrances, corkscrew chimneys lining

the roof, elaborate gates with towering piers and frilly ironwork to

produce mansions that might be labelled 'Cape'but have little in

common with the modest dignity of the real thing.)

For gates, openwork wrought-iron is still suitable, secure

and can be highly decorative. So are wooden gates; these should

preferably be of lattice-work. If they have to be solid (for greater

privacy?) they should be painted, white or green, and not be so high

as to impede the view.

Traditionally, boundary walls, too, are nothigher thanwill at

least allow a general view of the landscape behind - both built and

natural. This means at most L,50 metres, preferably 1,20.lt will be

(top) In Old Wynberg, one the Cape's prime conservation areas, this terrace

maies a brare attempt at fitting in. The gable-like dormers, the hipped roof, the

staggered eaves line, the louvred windows are ail links, although Wynberg has a

'cottagy' quality to n'hich double-storey terraces are foreign.

(middle) Thc'Victorian'sty1e of infill can also misfire. This commercial building
in Claremont, alongside some o1d cottages in a side street, is of truly appalling

design. Even the opportunity for the chamfered corner to be turned into a 'shop

entrince' feature hii been missed, not to mention the panora-mic windows'

(bottom) This post-modern victorian fantasy in Rondebosch takes picturesque ir-

iegularitv a trifle too far. There are some charming features: balconies at different

leiels, simple rvood-en trellisrvork. The monopitch half-gable seems unfortunate.
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argued that higher walls provide greater security. But then, high
walls can allow burglars freedom of action behind them. Walls at

the side of rear of a property can be slightly higher.

Walls and the piers that articulate them should be topped by
simple copings of which a few are illustrated alongside. On the

whole we do not advocate the copying of historical details, but we

can see no harm in adopting some of these for new work, provided
they are not'dolled up'. Please note that bare zaire fences and

precast conclete'walls are out of character in historical precincts.

But hedges arc a suitable alternatizte; 'spekboom' is z)ery zuater-

friendly.
A tricky question canbe securtty gadgets atop boundary walls.

In some areas these might be considered obligatory. In the bigger
towns few houses are not built or renovated without walls of well
over two metres topped by ugly spikes or wires or both. If these

are contemplated at all, they should be kept as inconspicuous as

possible. Wiring can also be placed in horizontal rows.

The availability of secure multi-car parking today seems non-
negotiable. The problem is that for obvious reasons the tendency

exists to place the garages on the street front - preferably two,
or one double one, per dwelling :unit, seriously affecting their
appearance. The preponderance and prominence of garage-doors

can make new residential developments look like motor-towns,
and should be resisted. Garages and carports should be placed back

from the street front.
Pedestrian public pavements can be turned into pleasant public

spaces by means of greenery, carefully designed street furniture
and patterned paving. Sparing use should obviously be made of
elements that are out of keeping with the historical environment.
These can include unnecessaily gafish signboarils, satellite dishes

and large featureless tarled parking areas.

5. THE COUNTRY AREAS

S.l Introduction
It might be thought that, given the vast spaces of our country areas

- this survey covers some 15,000 square kilometres, half the size

of the country of the Netherlands - the quality of new structures

and other developments on the platteland is perhaps less critical
than in the towns. This is a dangerous misconception. As our
survey towards the end should indicate, the vast tracts of the Klein
Karoo have a rich cultural landscape. Such cultural landscapes

are precious assets in this part of the world. They consist of the

natural landscape, overlaid with the features man has constructed

for himself over many generations and that until not so long ago,

were usually in harmony with the nafural landscape - and often

derived from the earth. Country roads, farm tracks, boundary walls,

(top) A good combination of contemporary design wiih local (Stellenbosch)
features: the U-shape, the louvred doors, the loft sieps.

(middle) A small modernish shopping precinct in the heart of historicai Stel-

lenbosch is'masqued'by a somewhat absurd post-modern'gateway' (ignored as

an entrance by most shoppers!) in the shape of a borrowed local Georgian house
facade. Does it really make the precinct'fit in'better?

(boitom) For a nerv extension (right) to a century-old existing building to house
the S.A. Heritage Resources Agency in Cape Town a top conservation architect

was engaged. He provided linkage (the roof slope, the continuous guttet the
fence) yet the two components retain their individual character.
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avenues and hedgerows, farm dams are as much part of it as the

complexes of farmhouses, stables, sheds, r,olksft uisies, water-mii1s,
plnasittinkels in the diversity of traditional styies we have described
above. In the Klein Karoo these tend to occur in the form of clusters,

of oeritable hamlets: Vleiland, Hoeko, Van Zylsplaas, Opsoek,
Kango, Voorbaat.

It is obvious that development has to take place on the farms
as much as in the towns. Farms are sold and bought, they are

subdivided, their cultivation changes, new structures are required
for different functions: packing sheds, maturation ce11ars, tractor
sheds, labourers'accommodation. Ail this can irrevocably change

the character of these unique settlements if not handled with the

utmost circumspection. It is not within the scope of these notes

to formuiate do's and don'ts for lvhat can amount to an endless

diversity of circumstances. But a few general nles of thumb might
be useful.

*Care should be taken to respect the topograph, of the site;

traditional structures and other man-made features nearly alr,r,ays

'settied'in the folds of the terrain.
*When roads and pathways curve, they almost aht ays do so for

a reason; to straighten them aiolates that logic.
*Substantial new structures - packing sheds, r,r,orkers'villages

- should be placed clear of the olcl farm zoerf.
nAttempts should be made to break down their bulk to masses

that do rrot duarf the old plnnsopstnlle. Roof spans should not be too
r.r'ide; roofs should not present large unpainted surfaces (or painted
irr siloery coloru') shinirtg in the swtligltt.

*Because of the rvider spacing, the matter of correctness of
detailing is not quite as essential as in the torvns. It has been

observed that even'modern movement' designs - flat'sandwich'
strllctures rvith canopr roofs and fuIl-height curtain rvindows - can

look stirprisinglr- good on o1d iarms, if painted rvhite and set away

from the a,eli
*As part of such dei'elopments, greening must be undertaken:

trees, shrubs, grassl areas to mellon' their harsh Iines. Agairy
remember that sr,rch greening aln-ar-s takes much longer to be

completed than tl-re Lruildingsj

5.2 Old btrildittgs in the platteland
A detailed description of conservation-\vorthy rural structures in
the Klein Karoo can be iound in this author's The Old Buildings of
the Cnpe (2001). It runs to some t\\'ent\. pages. We thought it useful

to conclude these notes rrith a brief summar\. of such structures

in the Ladismith, Calitzdorp ancl Or-rdtshoorn magisterial districts
(as at 1998), as u-e11 as those parts of the Uniondale, Prince Albert,
Srvellendam and George clistricts that can be regarded as part of the

Klein Karoo: the area north oi the Outeniqua range to the northern
slopes of the Langeberg-Groot Srrartberg chain.

Please note that since some of these sites l'ere last inspected

(top) In the conservation area of Olci \\'r:l3erq the thatched cottage in the centre,
part oi the t\\'o-centuries-old Kleine Oude l\'r-nL'erg iarm opstal, was too small
ior its nen'o\r'ners. Just acceptable'are tl'.e tirree dormer rr-indot,s providing an
upper store\,; this l'as still not enougir an.i an aidak ertension rvith ultra-modern
details rras added, rather spoiline the little streei rrith the old church at the top.

(middle) Restoration? A fine double-storev in Calitzdorp rvas restored to be
turned into a fine restanrant. But rrhat are these louvred shutter doing there,
fastened to the l.all arva,,. from the n'indorr s (s'hich thev do not fit, anylvay!).

(bottom) At Delta, Croot Drakenstein, the sp.1ce-creating Cape it,erfmuu', plrnctur-
ated bv smail piers, its height here somerthat reduced because of the rising
ground level. Features such as these are essential elements of the built environ-
ment.
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by the author, they may meanr,r'hile have been altered or even

demolished. Some interesting structures off the beaten track may

have been overlooked by him. In both cases, he would appreciate.

being informed by loca1 activists. A fuller and more detailed

doamrentation of the area should one day be unclertaken; the

author knows the areas uell enough to assure the locals this tttill be

ntore th an zu orthuhile,
A feature of this area is the u,ay the various agrarian buildings

tend to ch-rster together: grollps of homesteads, stables, water-mills,

oolksluLisias, family graveyards the original farms subdivided into

much smaller units. Sr-rch hamlets, rare in other parts of tl-re Western

Cape, are among ollr most precious culturai treasures and should

be handled r.",ith extreme circumspection. In the follor,r'ing 1ist, the

asterisks, one to three, represent an attemPt to sllggest relative

significance.

5.2.1 Oudtshoorn
**Voorbedagt. A small l-ramlet r.vith mostly thatched houses.

"Boomplaats. A grand, centre-gabled and H-shaped homestead.

There are some other old houses around.
***Kombuis. TI-re most interesting farm compler for kiiometres

aronnd, associated with the Steyn family of Swellendam and the

birthplace of Louis Trichardt. There are several Cape Dutch gabled

homesteads here, as r.vell as some unique earthen walls lining an

approach road.
**Schoemanshoek. A hamlet-like settlement n ith buildings in
different styles, including a church.
*Drogekraal/Potgieterspoort. The oldest homestead of c.1800 seems

beyond repair, but the second one of 1861 still stands.
*Kruisrivier. A stone vil1a of 1908.
*Oude Muragie in a delightful valley lr,est of De Rust has a T-

shaped homestead of c.1810 that is nor'v a labourer's dr'r'el1ing.
*Vredelust just east of De Rust stands on the rernair-rder of the farm

on which the torvn lvas laid out.
**Oude Rietvlei Toll-house, norv Mons Ruber. On the road to De

Rr-rst and Meiringspoort, a toll u,itl-r adjoining ir.rn was in operation

from 1858. The adjoining double-storey lvas added as a hotel in

1891.
*Vogelgesang. AIso on the old De Rust iarm, a double-storeyed

water-mill building.
*Schoeman House east of De Rust dates from the 1850's and retains

interesting rva1l-paintin gs.
*Meiring House nearby is a much-changed H-shaped homestead

with clipped centre-gable.
,OSTRICH-FEATHER PALACES' :

*Onverwacht just south of Oudtshoorn, a stone mansion designed

by Freeman & Bridgman in 1908.
*Die Denne, a 'palace' by Ch. Bullock, 1907.
*Klipheuwel, or-r Mooiplaas, near Highgate, notable for its

(top) hr the rvide open Karoo landscape, this delicate Victorian farm gate (of

Trveedside) lvith its cast-ironrvork forms a strong visual statement.

(upper middle) Another Victorian gate, in Paarl, Irere n'ith tlanking'cheek' rval1s

reaching ttp to the higher piers.

(1on'er micldlc) Verv elaborate, individualistic late-Victorian gate piers in Ladi-
smith.

(bottom) The nen' u,all and gates to some old cottages in Claremont are not l'ith-
otlt merit. But the rvalls arc too high, the mouldings too delicate and sharp, the

baluster openings pointJess. The anti-burglar spikes, *'ith those on top of the iron
gates, are better than most n'ith their vaguely Victorian Iook.

Tle cottntry areas J.'



trelliswork veranda.
**Welgeluk, also called Sa.:=:
**Greylands, a double--i.':='.
fine balcony/veranda.
*Hazenjacht. An ostrich-:.--.--:: = 

:

TOWNS:
**Volmoed (originalh- -\=-
chief). Intended to becon'.e

than a hamlet. It retains -:;
from the 1880's.
+DeHoop.Anotherric...:.-....:., - _--:-.-
'town' it consists of littte u- -- r= --r:,- : :,- - -
1909. On its rise, it is vrs.:.. ': - -.-
has since been dissolrei. T1:: :t:-' : - -:":: i.

-.=: : rSe, 1910.

- :,:,ed and with a

l-:l ll: :.ame Of a KhOi

:'. no\v no more
. :- ::ming shop

.::- ::.ough as a

::. :,rne ChurCh Of

: =:::.:ion De HoOp

5.2.2 Calitzdorpt
*Mossienes. Sotrth o: C:..-. : -.
house dated 1866.
**Kraaldoom. One ,,: i i:-:-
tlre minor road fron-. C.:..- :. - :

the Sivartberg. It i. .:-t-:= i -- -r r :

c.1825 and later.

**Roepersfontein on Buffels,l:r: -- - --.
one perhaps c.1810.
*Zeekoegatsdrift. A tr-pic=- l::--':: -:: :

: ,.:=-Cape-Dutch

i rr= Cango road,

:: .-::.i ihe foot of

= : .:.,=s, clating from

-: ::- -: of three

,:,rq n'ith a fine

:.::d double-
: -.:se of c.1900.

: gt-rod double-

:=:=j homesteads here,

-==: :lat-roofed with

**Groenfontein on ii-= =:::
homesteads, all oi,i: :-..:.: :

flight of steps to the s::=: -

storel of c.I880, anc : '''--:.
*Die Tarentaalhuisie :: - : "-
storeyed flat-roofei 1,:..i: - r--

The main
:s Strr.domsrus,

*Limerick, south oi \:----'---' "=:

5.2.3 Ladisntitlt
**Elandsvlei/Redlands \-a:: Z: -s:-:-._:, \;;t-:t:t! Farm: A hamlet of

mostly 19t]'-cenfun-:l::-:- - l:i ---l- - -::: :ll:lj L-r\'er a sllbstantial

area, justnorthllesit:L':--': --- ::- :. ---=:--..:jai-ionof the

torvn, church sen-ic.::i'::: - -:l -:- -: -- --:--=.

**Ausblick. \eart'r' ::t:-:: : .-- - --: .-.-r -. -:=
***BuffelsdriftA'trersrus :-: ---:: -.:r:irr: ::::',pler, a gabled

house bearing the inli-:-. -: ,-':' , -: I :: :=: \-r'r-er 1852,

though the house i: n:ir:1.' :=: -:: = -:j
**Winkelplaas on Buffelsdri:: -:- ,-::=:=: : -::-:s:ead, its

btitekanter once a shcrp i.=::= - =::--:= --: :::-:re gable dated

1855.

(top) The >uPerb CaPe Duic: 1'' -: -:: j.:
their placement ds Part oi thc',ir:: r:-:--
deemed slightlr too Iarge i(rr :::i ::: :'
thev should ha'n e been set siigr'.al' ::. :'

tupper middlel Are entire'Ca:. D;::.-. '

drir erravs, lamP posts, a satt<ia.-:.r:-. --'
Franschhoek Va11er,?

: : -::.- :-= -. .'::- l:s nerr cellars. Though
:.= :- ::.:" =:-:c:. their scale might be

- ::-^ ::: ::==:a:il-e in their or,vn right

::: -:ir'nS, paYements,
::- .iei'elopments in the

(lon'er middle) Kombuis: the Klein Ka:.--' --:-::::- --.;scape at its best.

(bottom) Kombuis: the approacl.r to :ne Ea:-e: :-.'::.:.:e:rj.. its rr-inding course

lined u'ith opgekleide n'alls.
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***Voorbaat. A delightful hamlet some 18 km west of Ladismith,
with buildings of different 19th-century styles, some thatched and

some'square-fronted'.
*Dwarsrivier. Some modest farm structutes survive here but no

major homestead.
+Bergsig. 

Just north of the tonn, a tine five-bay double-storey of
c.1885.
**K'nuyswagendrift. Immediately adjoining the Ladismith town
grounds, this T-shaped homestead with rvagon-house extension
is (or was?) one of the finest in the district, and one of the oldest.

When the quitrent grant was made to J.J. Alberts in 1832 he had

probably been living there for quite some time.
***Hoeko. One of the most fasclnating landscapes in the Klein
Karoo, if not in the Western Cape. It is an extensive hamlet with
several o1d homesteads, situated on various sub-divisions of the

original Hoeko farm granted in 1832 - though they had been settled
here long before - to the three Kok brothers, descendants of who
stil1 live here. This is also r.vhere C.J. Langenhoven was born in 1873

('Sti1le Waters').
sKroonfontein. A good farmhouse with cast-iron decoratiory dated

1911.
*Three Oaks. A group of two double-storeys of c.1890 and a thatch-
roof house.
**Opsoek. A unspoilt hamlet with houses scattered around, all of
them dating from the 19'r'century, in diffe-rent styles: thatched, flat-
roofed, stoeytkamer.
**The Willows. This is the main homestead on Opsoek, a TT-shaped

(rvith two tails) traditional homestead from c.1835, unfortunately
changed after a fire.
TOWNS:
**Zoar. Mission station of the S.A. Missionary Society (at one stage

it was Lutheran) founded in 1817. It retains its'gothic'church
dated 1895 but the village is very run-down and few of the original
villager's houses survive in their original state.
***Amalienstein. A mere 2 km away, another mission station,

Lutherary from 1853, slightly better preserved. Its church, at the

head of its main street, is a jewel.
**Vanwyksdorp. A charming, tiny village difficult of access on the

gravel road from Ladismith to Herbertsdale. Though only founded
in 1903, its history may well go back farther. There is a good church

and several old houses survive.

5,2.4 Prince Albert
***Scholtzkloof. Near the Swartberg Pass, a rvell-preserved gabled

homestead with a gable dated 1864, accompanied by an older
homestead and surrounded by a ringnrtLtLr.
*"*Baviaanskloof, not far away on the Klaarstroom road, a

magnificent T-shaped house with front gable dated 1837.

(top) Kombuis: both end-gables are fine examples of the 'Prince Albert style'.

(upper middle) Schoemanshoek: a highly authentic double-deep homesiead of
c.1880, lvith wooden trelliswork veranda.

(lorver middle) Hazenjacht, betrveen Oudtshoorn and De Rust, is a charming z,ol-

struispaleis of c.1909, with a simple wrap-around veranda, roof-ridge decorations,
a ventilator turret and a cylindrical corner tlrrret.

(bottom) Greylands, near Oudtshoorn, 1911, another of the ostrich-feather pal-
aces, its plastered front with elegant r,,erandar/balconyi its tarl stone-built.
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